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Significant steps has been taken to improve maritime domain awareness and secure India’s maritime borders after the “26/11” Mumbai terrorist attacks conducted by Pakistani
infiltrators who easily reached Indian soil, using a hijacked fishing vessel to launch the mayhem.

PVS Satish

On 26 November 2008, Mumbai was rattled by Ajmal Kasab and company (add K&Co). K&Co had travelled over 500 nm (approx. 1000 kms) by sea in a hijacked Indian
fishing vessel and landed at a fishing hamlet in densely populated South Bombay. Soon after, they launched the mayhem. Our coastal and maritime security failed miserably
despite implementation of a Coastal Security Scheme (CSS) in 2005, based on recommendations of the Kargil Review Committee.
India needs security across a coastline of 7516.6 kms and EEZ of over 2.52 million sq kms. Add security of over 200 ports – 12 major and 187 minor/other; a fishing fleet of
over a two lakh boats and innumerable dhows and the task is Herculean. The need for attention becomes imperative given the condition of Pakistan, (to wit, the recent incident
of attempted hijacking of PNS Zulfiqar and recent threats from al Qaeda. Gujarat, Maharashtra and Goa alone have 2000km long coastline.
Jolted awake by the 26/11 attack, the Coastal Security Scheme (of 2005) was reviewed to assess vulnerabilities and gaps, converted to CSS Phase I and CSS Phase II. It was
implemented to improve Maritime Domain Awareness (MDA) and improve co-ordination between the 20-odd associated agencies.
The National Committee for Strengthening Maritime and Coastal Security (NCSMCS) with the Cabinet Secretary as the head was created to ensure synergistic centre-state
action and deliver coastal and maritime security. Numerous schemes were launched to increase physical surveillance, electronic surveillance and create communication and
networking infrastructure to enable efficient collaboration and seamless exchange of information between the multiple agencies involved.
To assess the status of coastal surveillance and maritime security I intend to evaluate the status of the four pillars key to ensuring security viz. (a) Creating MDA (b) Creating a
network for real time Information exchange (c) Strengthening prosecuting agents (d) Administrative Architecture.

Domain Awareness:
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The vastness of our maritime domain dictates maximising use of electronic surveillance, hence a multi-layered arrangement comprising a chain of Coastal Radars, National
network of Automatic Identification System (NAIS), Vessel and Traffic Monitoring Systems (VTMS) in ports, Fishing Vessel Monitoring Systems and Long range Identification
and Tracking Systems (LRIT).
Coastal Security Network (CSN) – In order to provide real time surveillance cover up to 25 nautical miles (nm) from our coastline, 46 Remote Radar sites (36 in mainland, 06 in
Lakshadweep & Minicoy Islands and 04 in Andaman & Nicobar Islands) were established at various lighthouses located along the coast line with specific emphasis on areas of
high sensitivity and traffic density. The project is being steered by Coast Guard in collaboration with Director General of Lighthouses and Lightships (DGLL) and is being
technologically implemented by BEL at a cost of about Rs 602 crores. The sensor suite at each remote site comprises a 25 nm range Terma Scanter 2100 Frequency Diversity
radar with a dual antenna for better performance in monsoon weather, and an Obzerv Technologies active-range gated electro-optic (EO) sensor with a range of up to 10 nautical
miles in ‘fair weather’ along with night vision surveillance, VHF communication sets and meteorological equipment. It is capable of positive identification of vessels carrying
class ‘A’ and ‘B’ Automatic Identification System (AIS) transponders. Phase-II includes 38 additional Remote Static Radar sites and 08 Mobile Surveillance Systems. Phase I
was completed in early 2014 and Phase II has already begun. The picture from these radars is already networked with concerned Operational Centres and thereon with the
Headquarters. On completion of Phase II, a virtually gapless radar cover will be available for the entire coastline of the country with the additional capability of EO sensors for
identification of contacts. This is a significant step towards enabling constant surveillance.
Vessel Traffic Management Systems (VTMS) – Like ATC systems in airfields, VTMS is an integrated system for safety of ships navigating in and around ports. (Consisting of
integral). It consists of radars, CCTV surveillance camera, display systems and software, communications, meteorological inputs and AIS receivers. The VTMS provides a
comprehensive picture around the port and anchorage area and when networked with the coastal surveillance network significantly enhances the coastal security architecture.
The VTMS are fitted in all 12 major ports and are to be fitted in all of the 56 minor ports. Elcome Integrated Systems Ltd is one of the leaders in setting up VTMS in India with
projects having been completed in the Gulf of Kutch, Murmagao, Kochi and Karwar (Naval base). The Mumbai VTMS was undertaken by ATLAS Elektronic an international
leader in VTMS systems.
National Automatic Identification System (NAIS) – IMO’s International Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea requires Automatic Identification Systems (AIS) to be fitted
aboard ships of 300 GRT or more, and all passenger ships regardless of size. A ‘Class A’ AIS transceiver regularly sends comprehensive data including the vessel’s
identification, navigation status, radio call sign and name, cargo, destination and ETA.
Co-relation of AIS data with primary radar picture exponentially increases the efficiency of maritime traffic managers and reduces the work load on maritime security agencies
as the key problem of identification is resolved.
The NAIS, comprising 74 VHF Transponders for the mainland was implemented by SAAB with Indian partner, Elcome Marine. Inaugurated on 4 August, 2012 and running on
SAAB’s trademark ‘Coast Watch’ traffic management system it facilitates real time decision making. DGLL being the lead agency NAIS is networked to DGLL Control Centre
in the East at Vishakhapatnam and the Control Centre in the West at Mumbai.
Both these Control Centres are linked to a National Data Centre, Mumbai,from where data is disseminated to various users. In Phase II, 10 sensors will be installed in the
Andaman and Nicobar and Lakshadweep islands. Typically vessels above 20 meters length can even be tracked at distances of up to 1,500 nm – using the satellite-based Vessel
Monitoring System developed by ISRO.
With CSN, VTMS and NAIS integrated the benefits of common operating picture (COP) using correlated radar and AIS target data are already being realised. AIS has
limitations – it is optional for smaller vessels i.e. less than 300 T (GRT), it is subject to co-operation of the ship since the ship borne equipment needs to be switched ‘ON’.
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Fishing Vessel Surveillance and Traffic Management:
With a fleet of over two lakh fishing vessels and trawlers, it is imperative that steps be taken to enable constant monitoring of the movements of the fishing boats/trawlers. This is
only possible with electronic means. Yet, any mandated additional equipment for small boats will need to be very economical or subsidised by the state. Some steps taken to
ensure the safety of fishermen and to prevent the undetected entry of any fishing trawler in coastal waters are:* All fishing vessels more than 20 metres in length to be installed with AIS type B transponders, subsidised by the states.
* For fishing vessels below 20 metres in length, two pilot projects are being conducted by the ICG. One is based on Radio Frequency Identification Device (RFID), another
based on a MSS receiver. The technology/product chosen will be implemented by the states for vessels below 20 m length.
* Simultaneously, a mammoth effort to register all fishing vessels has been on. With powers delegated to state authorities w.e.f August 2014, all fishing boats, irrespective of
their size or length, can be registered with the respective states/union territories. This data is also being updated online.
* The Registrar General of India (RGI) has captured biometric details of 67, 50,719 persons of 18 years of age and above, and distributed 65, 72,523 NPR ID cards as on 31
March, 2014. The Department of Animal Husbandry, Dairying and Fisheries has produced and delivered 11, 25,273 fishermen ID cards up to the same date. The RGI Cards are
for the entire coastal population whereas the cards issued by the Department of Animal Husbandry, Dairying & Fisheries are for the fishermen only.
* Pending the fruition of electronic surveillance cover to fishing vessels are still being worked out, a few administrative steps have been attempted to overcome the
identification problem at sea. State-wise colour codes have been assigned to fishermen for easy identification of a boat, e.g., for Gujarat, the hull of the fishing boat/trawler is
painted black and the cabin is painted orange; and for Andhra Pradesh, it is blue and yellow. The implementation of colour coding of boats is very slow as it involves additional
costs for fishermen.
For the moment, this is the weakest link in the coastal surveillance mechanisms, but it remains work in progress and an area of grave concern. Sadly, IFF (Identification of
Fisherman or Fidayeen) is still a challenge.
Facilitating the exchange of all data between concerned agencies is the NC3I system i.e. the National Command Control Communication and Intelligence network. It is the
amalgam of all these together that makes for National Maritime Domain Awareness.

Networking:
To build comprehensive Maritime Domain Awareness images of the CSN, AIS data from the NAIS, data from VTMS at the major ports, data on Fishing Vessel traffic, LRIT
information are all brought together on one ‘robust hierarchical network’. Clusters of networked remote static sensors sites are connected to a Remote Operating Station (ROS)
located at each CGHQ. These ROS are connected to a Remote Operating Centre (ROC) located at Coast Guard RHQs, which, in turn are connected to a central control centre at
CGHQ. The sensor data generated from this network is fused with data from the other sources and correlated to create a common operating picture (COP) which is exchanged
on the National Command Communication Control and Intelligence Network (NC3I) of the Indian Navy. The NC3I network marries inputs from the multiple agencies
responsible for coastal security with data from the four Joint Operations Centers (JOCs) at Mumbai, Visakhapatnam, Port Blair, and Kochi, as well as naval and CGHQ and
provides it back to all the concerned agencies. After extensive work coordinating with multiple agencies the NC3I network is now ready and is likely to be inaugurated shortly
with its hub in NCR.
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The four Joint Operations Centres (JOCs) at Mumbai, Kochi, Vizag and Port Blair and the Maritime Operations Centres (MOCs) of the IN and the Regional Operations Centres
(ROCs) of the ICG all form nodes of this vital nervous system of the MDA architecture. Provisions are also there to exchange data/communicate with other organisations
involved in the maritime security grid.
Bolstering the Indian Coast Guard:
In April, 2014 the ICG had a force level of 46 ships, 45 boats/hovercrafts, 28 non- commissioned craft and 64 aircrafts. In the last three years the ICG has added 18 Patrol
Vessels – 105 m and 95 m OPVs, 50 m Fast Patrol Vessels (FPVs) and 35 m IPVs. In addition, the ICG has added 10 ACVs, 33 interceptor boats/crafts and 16

Dornier aircraft.
The ICG is estimated to reach strength of about 200 surface vessels and 100 aircraft by 2018. The Coast Guard Perspective Plan 2007-22 with an outlay of Rs 49,377.33 crores,
is under review for enhancement and promulgation as “Coast Guard Perspective Plan 2012-2027” with a projected requirement of about 280 platforms - 154 ships and 126
boats.
The estimated value of ships currently on order from various state-owned as well as private shipyards in India is over Rs 7000 Cr. These include six 105-meter OPVs from Goa
Shipyard Ltd, twenty 50-metre FPVs from Cochin Shipyard Ltd, forty 30-meter class Fast Interceptor Boats from L&T Shipyard and many smaller patrol boats, workboats and
interceptor craft. The pace of orders is only likely to increase and presents an attractive opportunity for Indian DPSU/private shipyards.
The fleet of helicopters and aircraft is also being expanded. Plans are afoot for expansion of the Dornier 228 fleet, additional MRMR aircraft, 5-tonne class twin engine
helicopters and UAVs. The strength of aircraft fleet is likely to go up to 100 in the near term and eventually to about 150.
In the last three years, the ICG has also commissioned one new Regional HQ – RHQ (NW) at Gandhinagar, 02 new District HQs and 12 new CG Stations across the
subcontinent and the island territories. These CG stations will serve as hubs for the hub and spoke concept of operations in conjunction with the marine police stations.

Marine Police
Under CSS Phase-I, the Marine Police Force of the coastal States/UTs were provided with 73 coastal police stations, 97 check posts, 58 outposts, 30 barracks, 204 interceptor
boats, 153 jeeps and 312 motor cycles. The Scheme was implemented from 2005-06 with a final outlay of Rs 646 crores upto March, 2011. The coastal police stations function
as spokes while the Coast Guard stations function as hubs. The Scheme has been completed.
After 26/11 CSS Phase-II is being implemented over a period of 5 years from April 2011 with a total financial outlay of Rs 1579.91 crore through 9 coastal States and 4 UTs.
The scheme involves construction of 131 Police Stations, procuring 10 large vessels (for A&N), 150 12-tonne interceptor boats and 65 smaller boats, building 60 jetties,
procuring 131 four wheelers and 242 motor cycles and constructing 10 Marine Police Operational Centres (in A&N). As of April 2014, three years after CSS Phase II was
implemented, 82 of the 131 police stations (62%) have been operational, construction has begun on only one of the sanctioned 60 jetties, only 64 four-wheelers and 74
motorcycles have been procured.
Ab-initio training of marine police personnel by the Coast Guard was started in July, 2006. 3,385 police personnel have been trained by the Indian Coast Guard as on
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31.03.2014. It is proposed to establish two Marine Police Training Institutes (MPTIs), one each on the East Coast and the West Coast.

Indian Navys
The IN managed not to get myopic and go into an overdrive of acquiring assets for coastal security per se. However,a 1000 strong Sagar Prahari Bal was formed and a flotilla of
Fast Interceptor Craft were ordered to provide Force Protection to the IN’s valuable ships and littoral assets. Apart from these IN ships, aircraft and personnel are regularly and
actively employed to support coastal security missions wherever required to overcome the resource constraints of the Coast Guard.
So we have eyes and ears all along the coast and a nervous system to connect all these centres but do we have a suitably co-ordinated brain?

Organisational Architecture:
Blame for 26/11 notwithstanding it was clear that there was an appalling lack of co-ordination and collaboration in intelligence/information exchange, operational procedures
and understanding of organisational jurisdiction.
The shortcomings lay in two areas, first – lack of coordination in the key operational agencies involved viz IN, ICG, Marine Police, Customs and Port authorities, DG Shipping,
intelligence agencies and fisheries department and the HUMINT they can collect from coastal fishermen habitats; and second – lack of clear accountability at the apex level
(Should it be MoD or MHA or some other ministry?). With classic bureaucratic alacrity the government
* Designated the Indian Navy as the authority responsible for overall maritime security which includes coastal security and offshore security. The Indian Coast Guard was
additionally designated as the authority responsible for coastal security in territorial waters including areas to be patrolled by Coastal Police.
* The National Committee for Strengthening Maritime and Coastal Security against Threats from the Sea (NCSMCS) was constituted in August 2009 under the chairmanship of
the Cabinet Secretary as stated above.
After a few hiccups in the form of MV Wisdom and MV Pavit in 2011, the operational agencies have settled to a working mechanism through:* Formulation of Standard Operating Procedures. Promulgated in 2010.
* Conduct of Joint Coastal Security Exercises. Almost a 100 joint exercises with the fishing community included have been conducted since 2009. These exercises also help to
revise and validate the SOPs.
* The Setting up of Coordination Committees. Regular meetings at national, state and district levels are conducted to review all matters concerning coastal security.
* Operationalising Joint Operation Centres (JOCs). The four JOCs in Mumbai, Kochi, Vishakhapatnam and Port Blair JOCs have become the hub of all activities related to
Coastal Security and are manned and operated by the IN and the ICG. Coastal security operation centres have also been created at the regional and state levels.
At the apex level, the NCSMCS is still the only nodal body appointed to co-ordinate matters related to maritime and coastal security. This body, set-up to monitor progress of
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schemes under CSS II and ensure expeditious strengthening of maritime and coastal security, cannot have a permanent mandate. The recent announcement by the government to
set up a national maritime authority (NMA) is an overdue measure.
So far it appears that 26/11 has given the impetus to propel the ‘Elephant’ to become aware of its vast maritime domain and set up suitable defences to protect itself. Significant
forward movement has been made towards ensuring our maritime security.
The potential spoilers are:* Failure to expeditiously overcome the weakest link viz. Fishing Vessel Traffic Monitoring System.
* Inadequate attention to setting up a professional Marine Police force which is a key component of the architecture.
* The growth and maturing of organisations and the operational architecture falling prey to dissonant and myopic forces within various agencies. (E.g. The ICG should be
designated as the single authority responsible for coastal security, amending the charter of the ICG accordingly and easing the Indian Navy out from coastal security
responsibilities so as to concentrate on its blue water and war-fighting roles).
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